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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64979 
1. 0 SUMMARY 
1. I SCOPE 
This report contains results from a study of training require-
ments for Spacelab miosion dependent training. A basic training element 
flow is defined for studying various training scheduling concepts. Train-
ing resources and their interrelationships are identified. Training event 
scheduling options and constraints are assessed to define scheduling al-
gorithms for maximizing training thru-put with fixen resources. A 
Rchedule and resou.rce analysis computer program waG used to simulate 
various scheduling option"- and conduct parametric studies. From these 
parametric studies preliminary training resource requirements were 
identified and critical parameters defined. 
This study is a continuation "f the effort documented in Refer-
ences I and 2 and is exclusively associated with mission specific train-
ing. Altbough this study addresses only Payload Spedalist training spe-
cifically, the techniques apply equally well to Mission Specialist training. 
Training scheduling concepts, analysis techniques and data which will be 
useful in the further devekpment of an optimum Spacelab training pro-
gram are presented. 
1.2 SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 
Noteworthy results of this study include training C:Jncept as-
sessment, resource level simulation and recommendation of lninirnum 
resources for Payload Specialist training to e ... pport the Yardley "572" 
Mission Model. Blocks flows of training activity are defined based upon 
nrojected Payload Specialists' skill, k:1owledge and training require-
ments. Training resources such as classroom, part task area (labora-
tory), control room and maintenance and storage area at"e analyzed to 
determine the training reyuirements. Spacelab reo :".lrces [such as racks, 
panels, command data management (CDMS) console3 and simulation com-
puter access] required for training are assessed. A baseline resource 
requirement is established for the Yardley "572" Mission Model covering 
the years 1980 through 1991. 
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Sequence optimization of activities within individual missions 
and among missions is investigated and implemented. In addition, para-
metric studies of the effect of mission model complexity, efficiency im-
provement, and training cycle length on resource req"lrements was 
conducted. 
1.3 CONCLUSIONS 
Study conclusions are documented in detail in Section 4 of this 
report. Key points are summarized in the following paragraphs. 
Parameters that can have u significant influence upon the 
training thru-put and effectiveness include the part task area prepara-
tion, access to sirrlULation host computeT a.1d CDMS computers and the 
availability of high cost training items such as Payload Specialist Sta-
tion, CDMS consoles and airlock. 
Training activities should be sequenced so the.. the required 
time that a part task is set up for a give I mission is minimized. Train-
ing cycle start date for the indi"idual missions ~hould be sequenced to 
minimize the number of trainin~ cycles overlapped and the quantity of 
critical resources required. 
Analysis of results indIcated that resource utilization peaks 
and spikes adding up to 50/0 of the total training time are inSignificant. 
That ls, plots of reso';.rce quant:ty required 950/0 of the time are rela-
tively smooth. Training start optimization can be used to significantly 
reduce these peaks in resource require-,ents. 
Using the Yardley "572" Mission Model, resource require-
ments are hig:,er in early years (1983 and 1984) thaI) the average launches 
per year wouLd indicate. These higher requirements result from an above 
average numbEr of complex missions being flown. 
Quantity of resnurces required to support mission dependent 
training are highly Jet.sitive to variations in mission frequency and mis-
sion complexity. T-"",.:.:r i:"le, however, relatively insensitive to modest 
variation" :n l11" previous experie nce of pe "sonne I to be trained and, for 
mop ~ re sources, to minor mis-estinlates in training cycle Hme. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The mission del?endent training of Payload Specialists presents 
a training problem new to the space program. Concepts appropriate to 
this task have been developed and are documented in References 1 and 2. 
This report presents a study of the resource requirements for potential 
implementation of the modular Clr part task training approach, investi-
gated in Reference 1, to Space lab Payload Specialist training. Schedule 
optimization techniques were developed both for application to individual 
miss;':'n and for multi-mission training requirements. Operations anal-
ysis t.echniques for data definition were developed to allow parametric 
analysis of the effect of potential changes in mission model, mission 
complexity, and training time estimates. 
This repo.·· documems the key engineering analyses per-
forlT'": in defining the training ::lctivit-r flows, the resource interrelation-
ships, and the optimization techniques. In addition all case studies per-
formed including reference cases using the Yardley "572" Mission Model 
and parametric studies are discussed and key results documented. 
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3.0 ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION 
3.1 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study wa" to develop a Payload SpeCialist 
training model for mission dependent training and to apply the model t
o: 
o Optimize training schedules for the mission dependent 
training of Payload Specialists. 
o Determine minimum resource quantities required for 
the mission dependent training facility, assuming the 
Yardle) "572" Mission Model. 
o Perform ;mpact anal~'3is of changes in k"y parameters 
--lch as the mission model, training schedule, or acti'rity 
time requirements. 
o Assess compatibility of training requirements with inter-
faces to other areas. 
3.;: APPROACH 
The analysis approach used in acc()mplishing the study objec-
tives is illustrated in Figure I. Background documentation was re-
viewed, crew requirement-5 were assessed and the t.raining function
al 
flow was defined. FrolTI this base, training resources were defined a
nd 
scheduling options identified and analyzed. A schedule and resource 
analysis computer program was applied to the simulation of baseline 
data and for the CO!1<lUCtiolg of parametric studies. The results were 
analyz<,d and new concepts investigated where applic1,ble. 
The analysis conducted and the results achieved at each of the 
steps in the sequence of activities given in Figure I is discussed in de
-
tail in the f )llow;ng subsections. 
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3.3 TRAINING FUNCTIONAL FLOW DEVELOPMENT 
To support definition of a set of traceable training require-
ments for a mission and provide a bas:s for requiraments analysis, a 
generic functional flow of training activities was needed. Such a base-
line flow forms a point of reference against which changes or "deltas" 
are formulated and assessed. 
The basic training flow elem.}nts we;:e defined as shown in 
Figure 2 for Payload Specialist mission dependent ~raining. The pre-
training activity is assumed to include mission independent training at 
JSC, consultant work and b,.iefings at user facility, and participation in 
nlission planning. The pretraining activity represents external sched-
uling constraints which must continuously be assessed as the program 
evolves. 
Trainlng facility preparation is accomplisheci to set up the 
part task area. The first training activity, orientation, includes facility 
orientation presentation, soft mockup review, and hardware experiment 
familiarization. Experiment-specific training, consisting of classroom 
and part task training, is followed by training verification, retraining 
(as required) and integrated mission simulation. Premission/post train-
ing tasks, inc luding participation in Le ve Is III, II and I integration, rep-
re se nt exte rnal scheduling c onstraintr. 
From these basic building blocks, a general flow chart of the 
Spacelab Payload Specialist movement through the traiCling network was 
developed as shown in Figure 3. The nominal location of traininiI is 
illustrated by the left hand index and vertical ph.cement of blocks. This 
functio'lal flow diagram structures the training for systematic analysis 
yet is flexible to allow efficient training of unique missions. Each of the 
four missions to be simulated was modeled in this form as shown in 
Appendix A, Figures A-I through A-4. 
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3.4 RELATED ACTIVITY DEFINITION 
For each activity defined in the training functional flow of 
Figure 3, sufficient understanding and information is needed so as to 
define the time, scheduling constraints, resource requirements and 
available options for that activity. Previous analysis work, References 
1 and 2, had generat.,d data such as time and resources for a number of 
the training activities. However, those activities related to the actua.l 
training had not been previously consiclered. These activities, facility 
preparation and prelaunch activity, werf' analyzed in depth for this study. 
3.4. 1 Facility Preparation 
3.4. 1. 1 Defin.ition 
Facility preparation or part task preparation is the process 
of obtaining, configuring, installing, checking out and verifying Space-
lab trainers and o~her part task area equipment for Payload Specialist 
training. 
The objective of part task preparation is to have the necessary 
part task trainers and instructional equipment ready for operation at the 
proper time. The preparation process must be accomplished with mini-
mum interference with training operations in progress. The setting up 
of training hardware and software should be designed and accomplished 
such that critical training re sources "tie -up" is mininlized. 
Facility preparation activity is scheduled sO that completion 
is just pri'Jr to the start of the first part task tra'.ning within a given 
mission training cycle. 
3.4.1.2 Requirements 
The operational and resource requirements of facility prepa-
ration were analyzed to support acti,ities 3.1, 3.2, and 4. x. 3 in the 
training flow of Figure 3. 
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It was assummed that facility preparation is accomplished by
dedicated training facility personnel. It was also a 'saumed that two
shifts a day were used for this activity. Facility d i s'as 'sembly after a
training cycle was assumed to take place d-uring one third shift period.
Hardware for moving training equipment f -om storage to the adjacent
part task area includes movi=ng equip me-nt and fixtures similar to that
used in Spacelab ground p ,ocessing. Special handling fixtures specifi-
cally tailored to the part task preparation proces,s ,es might be used to
make the operation more efficient.
Figures 4 through b are b1oek diagrams of training facility
preparation work flow for the three types of Spacelab configurationa as
represented by Mission 10 - pallet only flight-, Misalan 14 - lab only
flight:; and Missions 11 and 19 - lab and pallet flights. Assembly and
checkout of experiments, simulators with racks and other aupport equip-
ment will involve processing similar in ^nnany respects to flight hardware
ground ope.rationa proce,ssi-ng. The analysis of the part task prepara-
tion requirements, as shown in the figures, used the detailed definition
sheets for Level III integration., ltefere-nee 12, as a starting point.
Analysis results indicate that part task preparation procedure
and task sequence have a significant effect upon training cycle thru-put.
Special attention should be given to designing the training facility to allow
flexibility and efficiency in preparation of the part task area.
3.4:. Z	 Prelaunch Activity
The prelaunch activity period, for this study, is defined as
that period from completion of integrated mission simu.lation to orbiter
launch. During this prela-unch activity period the crew participation in
S:pace,lab Integration, Levels IIT, II and I will be relatively fixed with re-
spect to the launch. Mao, this period provides time for any additional
retraining of Payload Specialists required in the event of a last minute
change in the mission plan. The period must be long enough to provide
for scheduled crew aetivitie -s and c:ontingonct6s yet must not be long
enough to reduce training effectiveness .
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In establishing the "best" duration for the prelaunch activity 
period, pr"bable interface of Payload Specialists with ground operatio
ns 
must be assessed. Figure 7 is a tabulation of prelaunch activities in 
which Payload Specialists might be called upon to participate. The pa
r-' 
ticip ,Hon in Level II integration at KSC is believed to be a firm requir
e-
ment. Participation by Payload Specialists ill Level III integration as 
active consultants or to resolve problems is considered a contingency 
requiremer.Lt. 
The earliest Level III integration activity in which the Payload 
Specialists would be called upon to assist is the Subsystem Verificatio
n 
Test starting 150 hours before launch. Although the requirement for th
e 
Payload Specialist to participate in the Level III integration is not a fir
m 
requirement at this time, a duration of 150 hours (3.75 weeks) was se-
lected for the nominal preflight activity duration. This period should 
allow adequate time for any additional retraining to be intersequenced 
with participation in payload integration activities. 
This activity as used in the following analysis is represented 
by activity 7 2 of the functional flow diagram in Figure 3. 
3.5 TRAINING RESOURCE INTERRELA TIONSHIP 
3.5.1 Major Facility/Resource Areas 
Training requirements wel'e analyzed to group training re-
sources into logical cat .. gories associated with the different facility 
areas referenced in the functional flow of Figure 3. These areas are 
classroom, part task training, control room, soft mock-up area and 
maintenance and storage area. These areas, with their designated re
-
source identification number, are described in the following paragraph
s. 
01 Classroom 
Classrooms are required for facility orientation briefings 
and lecture type instruction identified by the user or training supervis
or. 
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TIME 
ACTIVITY PRELAUNCH ACTIVITY (HRS BEFORE LAUNCH) 
-
NO. 
E14 
E15 
E16 
E18 
G12 
THRU 
G20 
H6 
H8 
RH9 
START END DURATION 
LEVEL I II INTEGRATION 
SUBSYSTEM VERIFICATION TEST 1-150 I -142 8 
INTEG. SOFTWARE, LOAD & VERIFY -142 -140 2 
INTEG SYS TEST -140 -126 14 
STORE NON-TIME CRITICAL ITEMS -126 -123 3 
LEVEL II 
PREPo\~ER INTERFACE VERIFICATION -83 -51 32 
THRU SPACELAB CLOSEOUT 
LEVEL I 
ORBITER INTEG. TEST -43 -37 6 
POST TEST SECURE & ORBITER CLOSEOUT -37 -34 3 
SERVICE DISCONNECT (LOAD TIME CRITICAL ITEMS) -3 -2 1 
TOTAL HOURS OF PROBABLE PS PARTICIPATION 
-
69 
-
- ------~ 
DATA FROM MSFC DWG 40A88004, SPACELAB 
BASELINE PROCESSING FLmj TIMELINE 
ALLOCATION, JULY 1975. 
FIGURE 7. PROBABLE INTERFACE OF PAYLOAD SPECIALIST WI
TH GROUND 
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Associated resources include lesson plans, training manuals, scale 
models, visual aids, and instructor personnel. 
04 Part Task Area 
The part task areas will provide sufficient facilities to 
simulate Space lab work stations. The part task trainer concept, as de-
fined j 1 Reference 1, requires the use of separate Space lab support 
trainers which isola~e experiments into separate compartments where 
Payload Specialists can be trained simultan;:,ously and independently for 
the particular tasks they are to perform. Space lab similar racks and 
panels will be utilized with the capability to interface rack-mounted 
equipment to the CDMS through remote access units (RAU's). These 
areas will be linked to a simulation computer. Video cameras will be 
rnounted to allow observation of the area. Audio communication and data 
links will be provided frOM the part task area to the control room. At the 
completion of part task training the parl!tLOns can be removed and the 
compartments joined for an integrated p;iyload simulation. 
16 Soft Mockup 
A segment of the training area will be used for full scale 
mockups of the Space lab interior layout. These mockups will be con-
structed of wood and inexpensive material to provide the Payload Special-
ist an orientation of experiment layout in relation to other experiments. 
35 Control Room 
The control room will contain training supervisor console s 
with CCTV viewing of the part task areas. The consoles will contain a 
command keyboard which will permit experiment control and faulting. 
Data displays, audio/video communication loops with the part task area 
will be provided. Facilities will be provided wi~.lin the cl,ntrol room for 
principal investigators or their representatives to view and monitor the 
training process. 
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36 Maintenance and Storage 
This area will be used for packing, unpacking and inspe...-
tion of experiment and simulation hardware. Z.Hnor mechanical and 
electrical repair and refurbishment will be conducted in this area. A 
security storage room will be required for special experilnent hardware 
within this" rea. 
3.<;.2 End Item Resources 
Resources required within the major training areas, desig-
nated end item resources, were assessed and their interdependency was 
analyzed to help establish the supportive resources relationship. For 
example, control and display (C&D) panel type and quanti~y are functions 
of the training experiment and mission type. C&.D panels require sup-
port racks and in most cases some type of simulation/input-output de-
vice, i. e., simulation computer access, peripheral simulation equip-
ment and appropriate software. 
End item training resources appeared to fall into three gen-
eral categories, i. e., constraining resource, auxiliary resourc-. and 
supportive resource. 
The constraining resources are deHned as those which im-
pose major requirements upon other resources. This type of resourcp 
acts as a "major driver" on the auxiliary and supportive types of re-
sources. Examples of constraining resources are: Crewmen; Payload 
Specialist Station (PSS); Command Data Managerr.cnt System (CDMS) 
Console; and C&D Panels Types A, B, C, D and E. 
Auxiliary resources are those which may be required only 
rarely, depending on the nature of the payload or experiment. These 
items include common payload support items for the Space lab such as 
Scientific Airlock; Workbench; Viewport; Film Vault and Storage Con-
tainer. 
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The third category, supportive resources, as the name im-
plies, are '-,sed to supply support functions for the constraining re-
sOurces and/or auxiliary resources. Supportive resources tracked 
within this study are: Simulation Computer (Sim Com) Access; 8im Com 
Soff;ware; CDMS Corn Access; Peripheral Sim Equipment; Racks; aad 
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV). 
A description of these end item type resources is presented 
in Refe rence I and in Appendix A of this report. 
3. 6 SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION 
3. 6. I O':>jective and Approach 
Or.e of the objectives of this study was to identify and apply 
techniques for minimizing training resource requirements for a baseline 
mission model. 
The approach taken wa s to identify a critical resource parame-
ter and attempt to minimize this parameter with given constraints. The 
critical re source parameter selected was the quantity of part task areas 
required. Part task area was selected oince this area involves signifi-
cant cost items of facility space and training equipment. Part task utili-
zation is an indicator of the utilization of major training equipment such 
as CDMS, consoles, PSS consoles and simulation computers. Part task 
utilization also acts as a "driver" on the control room requirement since 
training monitoring and supervisory personnel as well as control room 
equipment are involved with any part task training activity. 
A Single part task preparation is assumed to be all that is re-
quired for each flight. (Reconfiguration by experiment is assumed not 
required.) Once a training setup is completed the setup will not be taken 
down until completion of the total training cycle for that flight. 
The TJroblem of optimizing a training sequence was twofold: 
scheduling training activities wlthin individual missions and scheduling 
training activities among missions. The technique for optimization within 
individual missions was developed and applied to the basic data set utilized 
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in all cases simulated. The technique for optimization among missions, 
being dependent on additior .. al factors, was ve rified by application to a 
single case as discussed in Section 3.7.3. 
3.6.2 Scheduling Within Missions 
Within the indiviuual missions the time in which a part task 
area is dedicated to that mission should be as short as possible, con-
sistent v'ith maximum learning efficiency. By compressing the time of 
part task area dedication for individual missions the overlap of part task 
area requirement among missions can be reduced. 
Several options exist for sequencing classroom and part task 
training am'mg the numerous experiments of an individual mission. 
The option selected can affect the total time for which a part tas!, area 
is dedicateil to a given mission. The following subsections discus. the 
options fClr handling the various part task and classroom requirements, 
the reasons for accepting or rejecting the scheduling option, and the as-
sumptions used in performing the scheduling optimization. 
3.6.2.1 All Classroom First 
The concept of scheduling all classroom b·aining first, as b. 
block, for all Payload Specialists on a mission, was inves tigat",d. This 
concept has the advantage that the training sequence is simple and the 
time that the par· task is occupied is minimum for a given flight. Train-
ing thru-put capability is increased. The concept has the disadvantage 
of imposing a lengthy time lapse between clas sroom and part task train-
ing and cap. be expected to significantly decrease learning eHidency in 
th" part t,lsk area. The all classroom first concept may be applicable 
to some special mission training; however, this concept is no, recom-
mended for use in a base line training program. 
3.6.2.2 Early Grouping of Classroom 
In so=e cases critical training resources remain idle while 
classroom training is in progress. One method of eliminating this idle 
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time is to group and schedule these blocks of classroom training early 
in the training cycle. This early grouping of classroom concept assists 
in reducing the amount of time in which the part task area is occupied 
for a given flight and thereby increases trainir,!l thru-p",t. This conce-pt 
also has the disad'rantage of time lapse between classroom and associ-
ated part task training. This training option is rec ommended for special 
cases to prevent overlapping training cycles requirements from exceed-
ing maximum resource capabilities. 
3.6.2.3 Intermixed Classroom and Part Task 
This training concept is characterized by intermixing class-
room and part task training for a give') expe'·,m~\lt. Minimum incre-
ments of one-half day in classroom or part task area is assumed. This 
training concept has the advantage of developing skil1s in the pa!rt task 
area incrementally with knoV,ledge gained in the classroom. The close 
time relationship between classroom and part task training results in 
minimum loss of profiCiency by the Payload SpeCialists. This concept 
haa the major disadvantage of tying up part task areas for a longer pe-
riod, i. e", the combined classroom and part task activity time. Wide 
variation in the required part task and classroom training on individual 
experiments make inter sequencing training for different experiments 
complex '-nd difficult. Because cf these disadvantages this training con-
cept was excluded from use in this study. 
3.6.2.4 Experiment Classroom Fol1owed By Part Task 
This concept requires completion of the p.ntire classroom 
training on an individual experiment to be immediately followed by the 
entire part task training for that experiment. This concept allows de-
veloping oper"tional skills on the entire experiment during the part task 
period. This concept offers a good compromise between the all class-
room first concept and the int<'rmixed classroom-part task training con-
cept. Therefore, it was selected for use in this study. 
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3.6.2.5 Scheduling Assumptions 
Scheduling-related assumptions used in establishing a base-
line trai.ning'cycle, Figure 3, were as follows: 
1) Activities 1. 1, 1. 2 - Assume crews are available when 
needed for mission dependent training. ActiviUes 2. I 
through 2.4 - Assume all crew members training simul-
taneously, whenever practical. Activity 3. I - Assume 
materials reqnired for setup are available. 
2) Activity 3.2 and 4.1. 3 through 4. N. 3 - Assume one p_"rt 
task preparation is all that is required for each flight. 
(Reconfiguration by experiment is not required.) Once a 
training setup is completed it will not be taken down until 
completion of the total training for the prime anrl backup 
crew. 
3) Activities 4.1. 1 to 4. x. 2 are scheduled according to a 
scheduling alg Jrithm, the prime criterion being to mini-
mize the total time required of the constraining resource(s), 
within the known limitations, constraining resour~e capac-
ity not to be exceeded. 
4) Activity 4.0 scheduling limitaHons will be that: (a) each 
crew member is available for forrr,al training eight hours 
per day, (b) classroom training must precerle the corres-
ponding part task training, and (c) prime crew trains on 
first shift; backup crew trains on second shift, and uses 
the same procedures as the prime crew. 
5) Activities 5. I and 5.2 - Assume that one day is required 
for PI debriefing and verification of all crew members. 
For retraining, Activities 6.1 and 6.2, it is assumed 
that 100/0 of total training time is required, with a mini-
mum of eight hours, where all part task resources con-
figured for this flight are required. 
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6) Activity 7. -requires a total crew and uses all resources 
configured for the !;iven flight. Activity 7.2 will be in-
cluded in a post-training time block before launch that 
will have a duration of approximately 150 hours (3.75 
weeks). 
7) Launch and mission duration will be defined by the mis-
sion mix, and launch dates assumed (the mission model 
used). Post mission adivities will not be scheduled 
initially as each crewm'tn requi red on a flight is assumed 
available when required (s"e It,,m I). 
8) An eight-hour day, five-day week, 2080 hours per year 
is selected as a baseline for each crew member trained. 
Algorithm for Scheduling Activity Within a Mis"ion 
A systeITlatic procedure for sequencing training activity to 
assist in miniITlizing part task area dedication tiITle within a given train-
ing cycle was developed. This procedure or algorithITl was used for 
sequencing training activities for the four representative missions, as 
shown in Appendix A, and is applicablC' to siITlilarly defined training 
ITlissiu •. e. Tabl" I sumITlarizes the scheduling ?rocedure for series 
and parallel type training activities. 
3.6.3 Scheduling A mong Missions 
As th frequency of lTlissiolls increase3, training cycle over-
lap increases, thus increasing training resourc.~ requiren1ents. For a 
given launch schedule, the requirement for training part task areas is 
not likely to be constant, as training will not be driving the launch sched-
ule. Rather, at times spike requirement values exist while at other 
times the nUITlber of part task areas utilized is very low as illustrated 
in Figure 8. Since the quantity, and therefore the cost, of resources 
obtained can be driven by the maximum requirement values, it:s neces-
sary to miniITlize the peak number of resources utilized. Several options 
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TABLE l. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM FOP. ACTIVITIES 
WITHIN A GIVEN MISSION 
FLIGHT SCHEDULE ALGORITHM 
Prime ·;riteria is to minimize the total time required [or the 
constralning resource(s), within the known limitations, constraining 
reeource capacity not to be exceeded. 
Fo," ~ingle Series Training 
1. Schedule orientation activities 
Z. Schedule experiment(s) that require classroorl training 
only. 
3. Schedule classroom and associated part task expcritnent 
training which do not use a critical resource. 
4. Schedule experiment training which use critical resource. 
Longest duration classroom fir st .. 
5. Schedule debriefing, retraining, integration mission simula_ 
tion and pre launch acd vi ty. 
6. Schedule end of part task preparation at start of first 
part task which uses a critical resource. 
Serit·s/Paranel Schedule Algot'ithn;, 
1. Schedule ori('ntation activitit·s followed by P.'xp{'riment specific 
training in wllich total crew participaies. 
Z. Schedule experiment(s) that require classroom training 
only. 
3. Schedule classroom and associated part task experiment 
training which do not use a critical re.!'lource in paraUel with training 
which do use critical resourCe. 
4. Intcrwea ... ·e parallel training part task and classroom not 
excC"eding quantity of critical resource. 
5. Schedule debriefing, retraining, integratf.:d mi~sion 
simulation and prelaunch activity. 
6. Schedule end of part task preparation at start o[ first 
part task training which l1SC'S a critical resource. 
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exist for reducing these peak values such as personnel overtime, split 
shift or resequencing of training cycles for specific missions. The 
utilization of overtime or shift options was not treated as a resource 
optimi:r.atiori parameter, but was left as a contingency option. Rese-
quencing of training activity so as to minimi2.e training cycle overlaps 
appears to be a practical approach to reducing resource requirements. 
Figure 8 illustrates the basic resource leveling technique 
used to reduce the peak values of training resources over time. The 
top portion of this figure shows training time for individual launches. 
The cross-hatched bar represents the time a part task area is dedicated 
to a given mission. This dedication period starts at part task facility 
preparation and ends after the integrated mission training activity. The 
line between training ar.d launch is the time allocated to flight crew's 
prelaunch activity. This prelaunch activity is assumed to be 150 work-
ing hours or approximately four weeks as discussed in Section 3.5 of 
this .·eport. 
The bottom portion of Figure 8 is a profile of number of part 
task areas occupied versus time. The peaks are removed by making the 
prelaunch activity time a variable and shifting the training start time. 
For this study training start date was varied from start two weeks early 
to a one week delayed start. Rescheduling was accomplished in whole 
day (eight hour) increments. 
Results o;'tained from applying the technique of shifting train-
ing cycle start time to level resource requirements is discussed in Sec-
tion 3.7.3 of this report. 
3.7 TRAINING CASE STUDIES 
Several different training case studies were conducted in an 
effort to determine minimum training resource quantities required for 
the mission dependent training facility and to assess the influence of 
key parameters such as mission complexity, tr,.ining schedule and ac-
tivity time requirements. 
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Figure 9 summarizes the significant features of the case 
studies. These significant features are further defined along with input 
data assumptions, analy~is and results '" the following siz sections. 
These case studies are: 
1) Maximum thru-put cases which assess the maximum 
r,umber of mission crews that can be trained with given, 
fixed resources, for various mis:.:!ion complexities. 
2) Case A which analyzl'ls the resource requirements for the 
Yardley "572" mission model. (Refer to Appendix A.) 
3) Case AI/! which assesses the extent of resource reduction 
thru training sequence and sC'hedule optimization. 
4) Cases B, C and D which analyze resource requirement 
variations with mission complexity. 
5) Case B2 and B3 which assess the effects of training 
efficiency improvements on resource requirements. 
6) Cases A :I: 10, 25, 40 and 50% which analyze changes in 
resource requirements with variations in training activity 
duration. 
All cases utilized the four basic training missions MIO, Mil, 
Ml9 and Ml4 and the resources discussed in Appendix A. The tech-
niques and approaches discussed in Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 were 
applied to assure a thorough, consistent analysis of the resource re-
quirements for these various opbons. 
Except for the maximum thru-put study, all cases were simu-
lated utilizing the Resource Utilization Program. This program and 
typical output are discussed in Appendix B. For each case simulated 
a complete set of computerized reports was produced to support the 
engineering analysis discussed in the following subsections. 
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B 
C 
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3.7. 1 MaxinlUm Thru-Put 
3.7.1.1 Definition 
As a first step in establishing a baseline training simulation 
maximum training thru-put under fixed resources and conditions was 
investigated. The maximum thru-put case is based upon maximum 
utilization of the part task area, a critical training resource. Maxi-
mum training thru-put is a capacity definition caoe in which the launch 
dates are allowed to vary according to the demands of training. Even 
though in all likelihood training demands will not dictate launch sched-
ules the maximum thru-put case serves as an ideal condition and forms 
a basis of comparison. 
3.7.1.2 Significant Features 
The following steps and assumptions are made to set up the 
maximum thru-put study. Training functional flows are sequenced using 
scheduling algorithms' discussed in Section 3.6 of this report to minimize 
the time in which the part task area is tied up during a training cycle. 
F :om these functional fcows a multiple-activity chart is constructed 
whIch graphically displ~,ys crewman I raining activity versus time for the 
four reference missions as in Figure 10. Individual blocks of class-
room (CR), part task (PT), and part task area with SImulation computer 
ac<:ess (PTC), are shown starting with mission orientation and extending 
through Integrc.ted Mission Simulation (IMS). Facility preparation is 
scheduled to be completed just prior to the first experiment part task 
training in which the si:nulation computer, PTC, is required. Follow-
ing completion of the experiment specific training a contingency retrain-
ing session is assumed. This retraining period is assumed to be ten 
percent of the experiment specific training with a minimum of one day, 
eight hour, period. A constant value of prelaunch activity of ISO hours 
or approximately four weeks is assumed as discussed in Subsection 3.4.2. 
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Maximum thru-put for an equal mix of mission complexity 
type flights was first analyzed as shown in Figure 10. Mission II train-
ing start time is based upon completio:1 of Mission 10 integrated mission 
simulation coincident with the start of Mis sion II part task facility prep-
aration. In like manner Mission 14 and Mission 19 training starts are 
schc':uled. Scheduling trai.ning cycles in this manner results ;;1 the 
part task area(sl being continuously utilized, and thus defines the maxi-
mum thru-put capacity. 
3.7, I. 3 Res\tlts 
The time in which the part task area is dedicated to a specific 
mission (tptl is an important parameter which 
of mission complexity. The potential training 
can be used as an index 
cycles per year is a di-
rect function of tpt' 
where M = 
tb = 
t = pt 
That is: 
Potential training cycles per year 
Time base, 2080 hrs /year 
Mean value of time a part task area is dedicated 
to each mission, hrs. 
For example if all missions flown have a mean complexity 
eqUivalent to Mission 10 where tpt equals 125 hours then the potential 
training thru-put is 16.64 missions per "",ar assuming one part task area. 
The average part task area dedicated time, tpt ' for an equal mix of the 
four representative missions is 171 hours resulting in approximately 12 
missions per year as the maximum thru-put per part task area, 
Figure 11 is a typical example of parametric data based upon 
training thru-put and mission complexity. Points at the bottom of the 
curve co"respond to all missions of the simple Mission 10 type. P0ints 
at the top of the curve correspond to all missions during a given period 
being a complex Mission 19 type. The maximum thru-put approach can 
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also be used to conduct rapid parameter sensitivity assessments. Fig-
ure 12 is an example sensitivity CUI ve showing training mis sion thru-
put versus time assuming a critical resource is used in the part task 
preparation task. 
The point to be made is that training mission thru-puc is a 
good index for comparing various training concepts, mission complexity 
and constraining resource level. Total training time or time a critical 
resource is required is a corresponding parameter useful in rating 
training "omplexity of a given mission. Maximum thru-put assessment 
was made in this study to evaluate various s£quencing concepts and to 
arrive at training sequence optimization procedures. 
3.7. 2 Yardley "572" Mission Model, Baseline 
3.7.2.1 Definition 
Case A assesses the training resource requirements for the 
current Space Shuttle mission model, the Yardley "572" Mission Model. 
Thi.a can then serve as a baseline against which to compa:re the require-
ments established for the parametric cases in the following subsections 
of ,his report. 
To perform this simulation the basic missions as defihed in 
the maximum thru-put case were utilized. The four miSSIOns utilized, 
referred to as Mia, Ml4, MI9, and Mil, were defined as discussed in 
Appendix A (see Figures A-I thro·~.~h A··4), through the mapping of basic 
requirements into the functional flow of Figure 3. The optimization 
within each mission of the activities was utilized as illustrated in Fig-
ure la, employing the scheduling assumptions defined in Sectior 3.6.2.5. 
The flight frequency and mission complexity assumed was 
based upon the Yardley "572" Mission Model as discussed in Appendix 
A of this report. Training resocrces are simulated for the 12-year 
period of 1980 through 1991. Launch rates of from one through twenty-
two missions per year are involved with various mission complexities. 
As only four representative Or reference missions had been thoroughly 
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analyzed for training resource requirements, these were matched with 
missions defined in the Yardley "572" Mission Model. The criteria 
utilized included analogous complexity, payload type, discipline and 
crew involvement. A summary of the reRuitant model as it was applied 
to the MSFC mission dependent training problem is given in Figure 13. 
Missions judged not applicable to miL"ion dependent training at MSFC 
are listed so as to show the full mission model relationship. 
Launch dates of missions were based upon equispace launches 
within a given year. Training of the prime crew on a 40 hours per week, 
52 weeks per year basis with alternate or backup crew trainin'5 on the 
second shift is assurned. The third shift was reserved for equipment 
maintenance, modificativn and necessary checkout. No optimization 
among missions wad employed. Rather, a fixed interval between the 
end of training and the launch date of 150 hours was assumed. 
3.7.2.2 Results 
Resource requirements for twenty-three resource categories 
were determined over the twelve year period covered by the Yardley 
"572" Mission Model. Significant findings from this assessment are 
(nltlined below. 
Analysis of quantity 0: resources required versus time Indi-
cates that a number of short duration spike requirements exist (see Fig-
ure 14). An assessment of the magnitude and duration of these spikes 
was made on "- year bv year basis. The cumulative duration of these 
resource requirement spikes was found to be 100 hours 01' less pel' 2080 
hour year interval, i. e. 5%. Analysis of the cumulative requirements 
indicates that the 950/0 level was firm and seemed to represent a break 
point. That is, further reduction of a few percentage on the cumulative 
distribution curve had little effed ill reducing resou"ce requirement 
levels. Figure 15 is a typical graphical comparison of maximum values 
required and 95% level requirements versus time. Figure 16 is a tabu-
lar listing of typical resource requirements level of maximum values and 
and 95% level requirements for Case A. 
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Another observation of results of Case A is that training re-
quireme nts of the 1983 and 1984 time period are more complex than the 
average missions per year indicates. Many of the resources rea<..h 
their maximum requirement level during this period. 
3.7.3 Training Start Optimization 
Possible reduction of maximum resource requirements by 
optimizing training sequence and schedule was assessed in Case A0, 
through application of the resource leveling optimization concept out-
lined in Section 3.6.3 of this report. 1 
As stated in the previous section a number of resource re-
quirement spikes were noted in analyzing Case A data. Many of these 
spikes resulted from short term overlap in a number of training mis-
sions. Case A reserved a constant 150 hours (approximately four 
weeks) between end of scheduled training and launch. By allowing this 
prelaunch activity time to vary, resource leveling can be accomplished 
by optimizing the training start schedule, without affecting launch dates
. 
Case A0 used the same data as Case A including Yardley 
"572" Mission Model, training activity schedule and duration and corres·
· 
ponding activity resources. The only exception is that the training star
t 
time is varied by allowing prelaunch time to increase up to two weeks o
r 
to decrease by up to one week. The se variations were introduced in 
order to decrease peak resource requirements. 
The resource most indicative of total resource requirements 
is the part task area. Any time the part task area is in use, the major-
ity of the training resources for that mission are also required. There
-
fore, part task area is utilized as the optimization parameter. A graph
i-
cal ana lysis of the part task utilization profile and the training mission 
overlap from the Case A results was performed. Training starts ",ere 
rescheduled in one day increments so as to eliminate I 'ining (.ycle over-
laps or spikes in l'esource requirelnents where possible. This resourc
e 
1 As the training facility becomes more firmly defir.ed in terms of ma-
terials, machinery, space and cost, a more extensive procedure for re
-
source budgeting or leveling should be utilized. Candidate optimization
 
techniques amenable to rapid computer computation are outlined in 
References 13 and 14. 
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leveling of the part task area utilization required resequencing training 
start time on 58 out of the 174 Space lab training missions. 
Figure 17 is a plot of Case Af/J requirements for part task 
areas, control stations and classruoms. The effectiveness of optimiza-
tion can be judged from a comparison of Figure 14 and Figure 17. A 
significant reduction in the resource requirement spikes for both the 
part task areas and control stations can be noted. For example, the 
nUlnber of times that three part 
31 for Case A to 4 for Case Af/J. 
task areas are required is reduced from 
The number of times that three control 
stations are required is reduced from 12 for Case A to I for Case Af/J. 
Minimization of the number of part task areas and control 
stations is a significant factor in reducing both trainir.6 facility fixed and 
operational costs, as this is also reflected in reduced requirements for 
most other resources. 
Although minimization of part task areas generally reduces 
the maximum level of r~sources associated with the part task area, 
this change is not uniform across all resources as is illustrated by Fig-
ure 19. Non-uniformity results from interactions of training elements 
of the ~raining cycles in progress. A typical comparison on a statistical 
basis is shown by Figure 18. Optimization reduces the variance and re-
duces the tail-off on the right hand side of the curve. From analysis of 
Case Af/J results it can be concluded that optimization of training cycle 
start time can smooth out transient peaks in mo"t resource requirements 
and reduce the maximum quantities of resources required. However, 
a very few resources, such as classroom requirem"nt, are in conflict 
with part task area utilization, as can be seen from Figures 14 and 17. 
Due to the training resource relationship as defined in AJ lendix A, this 
is an insignificant increase compared to the reduction in requirements 
for the majority of, and particularly for the most expensive, resources. 
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3. 7. 4 Mission Model Complexity Analysis 
To assess resource requirement sensitivity to change in mis-
sion model complexity, three case studies (B, C, and D) were made, 
which bound the problem. These cases correspond to an average, mini-
mum and maximum training complexity mis sion se lection re spectiv,' ly. 
Each case used the basic training data of Case A, includiilg 
training time, activity sequence, and resource requirements for the in-
dividual mission types. Instead of the Yardley "572" Mission Model, 
launch rates of four through thirty·.two launches per year with equal in-
terval \;n.nches were assumed, with mission complexity as the variable. 
Case B uses an average Yardley "572" Mission Model com-
plexity. This average complexity was achieved by using the ove rail 
ratio of each of the four reference training missions as presented in 
Figure 13. The ratio of launch types used the totals across the 1980 
through 1991 time period. Specific values used were 35/174,47/174, 
35/174, and 57/174 for reference training missions 19, 14, 11 and 10 
respectively. The mission type for launch was selected by the resource 
utilization program based upon these overall lautl~h ratio values. Launch 
time was based upon equal time between each launch for each of the para-
metTic run years. 
Case C as sumed that a 11 of the mis sions launched within the 
parametric launch rate (4 to 32) we re the simple pallet only Mis sion 10 
type. Case D assumed that all the missions within the study were the 
complex pallet plu!l laboratory Mission 19 type. 
Figure 20 illustrates typical trends in resource requirements 
for Cases B, C, and D. Requirements for simulation computer access 
and part task area utilization are shown versuS launch rate for the three 
different mission complexity cases. Values shown are for the 95% val ... e 
on the cumulative distribution of resource requirements. Some general 
conclusions which can 0e made from the results are as follows. 
Many of the resource types required are diff",rent where mis-
sion complexity differs widely. For example, the pallet only Mission 10 
does not require use of the CDMS console, racks, airlock, viewport, 
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film vault, storage contaiuer a:1d racks. Th" pallet and laboratory Mis-
sion I ') type does rlOt utilize the orbiter Payload Specialist Panel. There-
for~, a shift in the average complexity of the mission model could signi-
fj ~~.ntly impact the number and type of such resources required. 
For resources common to Cases B, C, and D at low launch 
frequencies (of from one to eight launches per year), the resource level 
appears to be less sensitive to change in mission complexity. For high 
launch frequencies the resource level becomes very sensitive to the mis-
sion complexity. This relationship results from the fact that at low 
launch rates the "training pipeline" is in the process of being filled up. 
For the less complex mission model, Case C, using all Mission 10 types, 
resource quantity is more prone to rise to a given level and remain con-
stant longer. 
3.7.5 Efficiency Improvement Analysis 
The various factors that influence training efficiency and train-
ing cycle time were investigated. The primary factors identified were: 
Crewman Learning. The probability that individual crewmen 
have been Frevious ly trained or have flown on a similar mission in-
creases as the flight frequency increases. Application of the class1 r.al 
learning curve may not be applicable even at high launch frequencies be-
cause of the following factors. 
1) Critical training time tends to be limited by the slowest 
learner of the team. 
2) Flight or mission dependent training by a crewman on a 
different type mission would not change training time 
significantly. 
3) Loss of proficiency by Payload Specialists between mis-
sions take s place. 
4) From a classical learning curve standpoint, the number 
of flights on which a particular crewman will have flown 
will be small. 
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Instructional Efficiency alld Facility Preparation. Efficiency 
improvements t'esulting from ~volution in training met~od s and equip-
ment plus normal learning of supf'lrt personnel is logical. However, 
gains in these areas probably will be counterbalanced by increased com-
plexity of experiment equipment and training requirements. 
,~xperiment Complexity. Complexity will probably increase 
as the payloads become increasingly more involved as technology evolves. 
As in the case of the former Skylab program the tendency will probably 
be to perform an increasing number of experiment opet'ations within a 
given mission. It is felt that the increase in experiment complexity will 
tend to counterbalance improvement in efficiency of facility preparation 
and instructions. 
Three case studies were used to evaluate possible effects of 
reduction of training time due to crewrnan ,earning. Case B was the 
same as discussed in the pt'evious section; namely, an average Yardley 
"572" Mission Model complexity was assumed with launch dates cqualll 
spaced during a given year, with no impro'lero'lent in training efficiency. 
A launch frequency of 32 flights per year was analyzed. 
Case 132 applied a 950/0 learning curve to each of the training 
functions plus facility preparation time, as defined £or Case B. The 
learning curve factor was applied for 32 flights and training times were 
held constant for a 32 flights per year cO=F::.rison pel'iod. Missions 
flown during the comparison year were the same for Cases BZ' B, and 
B 3 · 
Case B3 was based upon 800/0 of the crewmen with previous 
mission experience or previously trained. Individual times for edC'h 
training task of the four reference missions were evaluated and a&-
ses sed. Some tasks were significantly reduced while others we re un-
changed depending upon the skills and knowledge requirements involved. 
The training times for all crewmen previously trained and all crewmen 
untrained are shown on the block diagrams of Figures A-I through A-4, 
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as defined by Reference 1. To compute an 80% previously trained ac-
tivity time the following equation was used: 
where 
NPT 
T 
0.20 (NPT) + 0.8(T) 
= 
= 
= 
Time required for an activity if no crewmen are 
previous ly trained 
Time required for an activity if all crewrnen are 
previously trained 
Training activity time if 20% of crewmen are un-
trained, 80% previously trained. 
In like manner a comparison period ·elf 32 launches per year was used. 
Analysis indicates that the percentage improvement in total 
average training cycle time over Cast) B is approximately 22.6% and 
20% for Case6 B2 and B3 respectively. Comparison of maximum values 
of resource requirements indicates that in both cases maximum values 
of Case B were reduced with learning; howdver, the amount of decrease 
was not uniform for the various resources. In general, resou!,re quan-
tities appear to be more sensitive to change in mission complexity or 
launch interval than to such reductions in training time. However, suf-
ficient data to accurately evaluate efficiency improvement is not availa-
ble at this time. Rathe!' the general conclusion reached from the efforts 
to assess the effect of crewman learning, Cases B2 ana B 3 , on resource 
reqllir<lments is that a more general assessment of the effect of changes 
in training cycle length should be made. By dealing with change in train-
ing activity time on a percent of baseline basis, the effect of any com-
b,nation of factors which influence training systeln time requirements 
can be evaluated. 
3. 7. 6 Resource Sensitivity to Training Cycle Length 
An analysis was conducted to assess training resource re-
quirement sensitivity to variations in training adivity duration. 
The training data base used was that defined for Case A, Sub-
section 3.7.2. The mission model, training sequen<:e, and resource data 
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were the same; only the duration training activity time was varied for 
each run. A II training as sociated activities including facility prepara-
tionwere changed by a fixed ratio. Cases were simulated at increased 
activity training time of +la, +2S, +40, and +S(1 percent of the Case A 
values. Decreased training activity times of -la, -25, -40, and -50 
percent of Case A valueD were also simulated. 
Figure 21 presents representative resource quantity for each 
year from 1980 through 1991 for the parametric runs Case A, AI/!, Case 
A + ZS% and Case A + SO'\'o. It should be noted that values are 950/0 cumu-
lative requirements, not maximum values. Analysis of results indicates 
that some resource types are more sensitive L, change in training cycle 
length than others. Fig)lres 22 through 24 are representative displays 
of resource quantity versus training time. A large percentage of re-
sources have a flat sp.gment on the quantity versus training time curve. 
These flat areas indicate relative areas of insensitivity of resource re-
quirement to changes in training cycle time. 
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COMPARISON OF 95% TRAINING REQUIREMENTS - PARAMETRIC STUDY 
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FIGURE 21. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAINING CYCLE LENGTH 
VARIATIONS 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Both within and among missions, schedule sequence is of key 
importance. The launch schedule and specific mission type selection 
should: 
Be designed to help in smont.hing out the peak re-
quirements of reSOllrce utilization of ground proc-
essing, flight hardware, training, etc. 
o Intermixing of mission types should be from an 
STS resource viewpoint rather than random or 
controlled by the experimenters. 
Parameters that can have a significant influence upon the 
training thru-put and effe cti ve ne ss, in addition t'J actua 1 training time, 
include the part task area preparation, access to simulation host corn-
puter and CDMS computer and the availability of high cost training items 
such as Payload Specialist Station, CDMS consoles and airlock. 
Resource requirement peak values of up to 5% were found to 
be insignificant, as optimization of training start time alone could re-
move most such spikes. 
Application of anticipated learning efficiency factors to ·he 
Payload Specialist training duration has a small impact upon resource 
requireme nts. 
The 1983 and 1984 early years of the currently used Yardley 
"572" Mission Model contain a high percentage of complex mission types; 
therefore, some resource requirements are significantly larger than the 
number of launches per year would indicate. 
The minimum number of key resources required to support 
mission dependent Payload Specialist training is shown in F',gure 25. 
These values are derived from the optimized case, Case A¢, where the 
Yardley "572" Mission Model breakout of Figure 13 is assumed. 
Further studies dealbg w;th specific rather than typical mis-
sions and with more detailed resource definitions will be required to fur-
ther refine these training resource requirements. 
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RESOURCE YEAR & RESOURCE QUANT ITY 
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
01 CLASSROOMS 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
04 PART TASK AREAS 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
06 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST STAT IOtlS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
07 COMS CONSOLES 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
08 C&D PAtiEL "A" 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
09 CSD PArlEL "B" 2 ~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 
10 e&D PANEL "e" 4 4 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
\l CSO PANEL "0" 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
12 C&O PANEL "E" 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
16 SOFT MOCK-UP 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
18 AIRLOCK 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
19 WORK 8ENCH a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 VIEW PORT 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2, FILM VAULT D 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
22 STORAGE CorlTAlIlEn a I 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 
26 SIM COM ACCESS 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
28 COMS COM ACCESS 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
30 PERIPHERAL SIM SETS 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
31 RACKS 16 16 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 
32 CCTV 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
35 CONTROL STATlOflS 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
THE ABOVE RESOURCE QUAtlTlTlES ARE BASEO UPON THE 95% REQUIREMENT OF CASE A.~ 
FLIGHT FREQUEflCY ArlO MISSION COMPLEXITY IS BASED UPON THE YARDLEY "572" MISSION MODEL. 
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APPENDIX A - BACKGROUND DATA 
This appendix contains basic groundrules and assumptions, data 
for the Space lab mission types simulated, mission model definition, 
and training resource descriptions. 
In developing the methodology and data with which to analyze the 
requirements for Payload Specialist training, an in-depth analysis of ex-
isting data an,l supportive documentation was made, from which gr,)ur.d-
rules and assumptions were formulated and specific data elements d 
fined, as discussed below. 
1. 0 Groundrules and Assumptions 
The basic ass~mptions utilized in this stlOdy are: 
I) JSC will perform all mission independent training. This 
training will include general orbiter and Space lab system 
familiarization, housekeeping, habitability, waste manage-
ment, food olanagement and safety and emergency proce-
dures. 
2) Qualification of a Payload Specialist's science expertise and 
protocol are a user responsibility. 
3) Prime and backup crews will be trained in a concentrated 
block occurring approximately two to three and a half months 
prior to their scheduled flight date for scheduling consistency. 
4) Because of budgetary, spatial and temporal constraints a 
high fidelity, full-complement trainer for each flight is not 
feasible. Instead, a part task training concept will be used, 
as described in Reference I. This concept uses mohile rack 
sets a:ld Spacelab trainer segments so that individual and 
simultaneous training activity can take place. The rack sets 
and trainer segme'1t. may be moved together for use in con-
ducting integrated n.ission training. 
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5) Mission dependent training will Include: 
oMission familiarizahon 
o Experiment systems familiarization and operation 
o CPSE familiarization and operation 
o CDMS experiment computer operation through CDMS . 
console or Payload Specialist Station 
o Participation in integrated payload operations. 
2.0 Space lab Mission Types Simulated 
4019;-'4&1;P i .Q' J(fAlA .iI 
A major factor in data compilation "as the choice of repre-
sentative Spacelab missions for which sufficient data could be obtained 
for modeling Payload Specialist training requirements. The mission 
selecbon is based upon obtaining missions that have a worst case range 
of training requirements. Mission complexity variation from simple to 
very complex is desired to obtain a set of data that would bound the 
Space lab training problem. 
As a result of analysis of itvailable documentation the missions 
se lected for simulation we re: 
Mission 10: Multidiscipline - Pallet Only 
Mis sion II: Multidiscipline - Lab and Pallet 
Mission 14: Dedicated - Lab Only 
Mission 19: Dedicated - Lab and Pallet 
1'hese missions had been previously defined as discussed in Reference I, 
and as given on the Training Requirements Data Sheets, Reference II. 
In addition the IMAP documents, References 3 through 8, were used to 
obtain a thorough understanding of these typical missions. 
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Figures A-I through A-4 are flow diagrams of basic trailnng re-
quirements and scheduling constraints for the representative missions. 
Sequence of training activity was developed. using scheduling algorith.ms 
discussed in Section 3.6. ~ of this report. These representativ"> mis-
sions are summarized in the following paragraphs and described in depth 
in the applicable reference, li'lted in Section 6.0 of this report. 
Mission lOis a seven-day Space Shuttle flight that has four major 
Space lab pallet mounted payloads. The High Energy Astrophysics (HE-
11-S) will perform two experiments simultaneously to obtain data on x-
ray angular structure and source location. The second payload \s the 
automated Gravity and Relativity Satellite (AP-04-A), whi('h will be de-
ployed on-orbit early in the mission. It will be retriflved on a subse-
quent flight. The third payload is the High Speed Interferometer (EO-19 
S) which will be used to detect and measure atmospheric trace c'>nstHu-
ents .. The fourth payload is the Solar Activity C"rowth Process (50-17-S) 
which will measure phenomena in solar active regions leading to solar 
flares. Four Payload Specialists are assumed for accomplishing Mi s-
sion 10. Reference 3 was used as the source of mission definition data. 
As a pallet-only mission, Mission 10 was selected to provide a repre-
sentative of a minimuITl training reqUIrements mission. 
Mission 11 is a seven-day Advanced Space Technology mission 
utilizing the Spacelab laboratory and pallets. This payload will contain 
unique experiments in the following six disciplines: communication/navi-
gation, earth observations, physics and chemistry, microbiology, com-
ponents and system te sting, and environme nta 1 effects. A bout one -ha If 
of the instruments are located in the Space lab and the rest are located 
on the pallets. Reference 4, Mission II Sortie Mission - Space Tech-
nology Laboratory Section, was used for the source of mission definition. 
Three Payload Specialists were assumed necessary to perform the in-
orbit experiments. This mission was chosen for the varie~y of training 
requirements encompassed. 
Mission 14 used in this study is a Life Sciences mission using 
Space lab to concuct a wide range of biomedical research activities. This 
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mission will use live specimens, specifically monkeys, rats, cells and 
tis5ue for studying biological response to space flight. Special empha-
sis will be placed on organic systems previously found to be influenced 
by gravity. Experiments include the LS-09-S medical emphasis mission, 
deployable SEXSAT satellite, the free-flying teleoperator to provide re-
pair, refurbishment, checkout, retrieval, etc. Three Payload Specie.l-
ists are required during this seven-day Shuttle payload mission. The 
mission defined in References 5 and 6 is designated training mission 14 
and used in this study. This mission was chosen due to the unique re-
quirements represented by this Life Sciences mission. 
Mission 19 was selected to represent a mission of high complexity 
from a crew training viewpoint (References 7 and 8). This mission, 
IMAP Mission 19, is an Atmosph"ric Magnetospheric and Plasmas in 
Space (AMPS) type. Investigation will be performed to better understand 
mechanisms which control the near space environment of earth and the 
planetary and cometary phenomena. Five primary experiments which re-
quire intensive Payload Specialist training are: subsatellite maneuvering, 
wave characteristics - XAP 410, Wave/Particle Interactions - XAP 420, 
Wake and Sheath Experiments - XAP 430, Global Emission Survey -
XAP 450, and the Magnetospheric Topology Experiment - XAP 470. Four 
Payload Specialists were assumed for this mission. 
3.0 Yardley "572" Mission Model 
The Yardley "572" Mission Model, Reference 9 and the Space 
Shuttle PayloarJ Description (SSPD) Data Sheets, Reference 10, were 
used as a basis for the description of a typical mix of missions and to 
support data va'.idation. The Yardley "572" Mission Model was also uti-
lized to define the basnline simulation against which most cases were 
simulated. 
The Yardley "572" Mission Model was designated by John Yardley 
on 20 September 1974 as the flight model for use in Shuttle and Space lab 
program analysis. This designation is in terms of a flight frequency 
per year for specified payload designation and configuration. From this 
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basis various agencies have interpreted this data to the individual flight 
requirements definition as presented in Figure A-S. The data as shown 
in Figure A-S was used in developing the training interpretation of Fig-
ure 13. ThiG data is used by both the MSFC Program Development 
Office and the MSFC Systems Analysis and Integration Laboratory, 
Ground Operations Branch. 
4.0 Training Resource Description 
Major facility/resource areas are classroom, part task area, 
soft mockup, control room and maintenance and storage area. These 
resource areas are discussed in Section 3.5. I of this report. 
The following is a brief description with identifi<:ation numbers, 
as used in the Resource Utilization Program, of the resources tracked 
during this study. 
06 Payload Specialist Station 
The Payload Specialist Station is equivalent to the Payload 
Specialist work area within the orbiter cabin. CRT and keyboard opera-
tions are equivalent to the flight configuration. This station in ludes 
C&D functions and accommodations for experiment peculiar hardware. 
One type E C&D panel which interacts with experiments through the 
CDMS or experiment simulator is included in the PSS. 
07 CDMS Console 
Command Data Management System (CDMS) Console is made 
up of a Spacelab rack and two type E C&D panels. The console interacts 
with the experimellts through the CDMS. 
08 - 12 C&D Panels 
The control and display (C&D) panels were categorized into 
five typ.:s depending upon their design and functional complexity. These 
C&D panel categories and associated complexity are as follows: 
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, • % mo, " '1 
I 
"1''"' ...... 11&1.' 
Ty 1'" A - I> '" (; Tilt" r)ne tr) ten channels 
Type II - I> j ? C relt, ten or more channels 
Tyl''' C - Vari;,.bl., meter9, gauge s, etc. 
TYI'Il [) - 1/."'1ui res c(jrnputer simu\"tion for feedback 
Ty pc Jo; 
-
Ji.f:'I'Jj ref! CDMS; has one keyboard and one CRT. 
Th" work bench is intended for use in the core segment. a 
Inl:. lind j~ .lilndarrlb:ed in 8i:<e in order to support a wide range of ex-
!,n,I,"",,!. work. The work I,ench has associated drawers and file cabi-
noh. LlflhrlnK provisions arc provided in a recessed area above the 
prl:r1l1ry workIng surface. 
lO Vltlwport 
Th" training viewports consist of two panes of 30 cm dia 
LOl' Nnfoty I.(ln.s with associated mounting structure. The viewports are 
l"t .. rd""'J\onhlo hetweon the top of the module location and the aft end 
"0)"" loentlon, In HOme cases viewport holding fixtures will be used in 
vlNltal Milllull\tlonA of pallet experiment operations, 
/,1 1"1\111 Vault 
'I'll<' flll1I vaults arc rontainers that fit in standard Spacelab 
1'0"1,., Tho film vaults art' modular in design to accommodate different 
.t ""II Il " l'''<lui """H'nts fot' va t'i "US mis sians, Each vault has drawers for 
fllIl1 ,'i\M."tt" \o<'lItton with straight or hinged pullout capability. depend-
\1111 ,)II th" vt'l'tic,1l [,,('utinn of containers in the Space lab, 
l.~ Stnr.ast.' COl\tnin«:'r 
Tht' sh."'lra~(' (.'\)ntain('rs provide storage space for experiment 
hArd",,,,·..,, "1'''1"''' P"I"t •• ,-,"'8ulll"b[es and other loose equipment. The 
"\lhC"mpllrtm(>nt ,lrran)l.l'IHl'nt of these c,'ntainers will depend upon the 
"Pc' ... ~\f1.\.· "'i~tci',)I\, (~"'peri,nl"'l\t and sto\\'age plan. 
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26 Simulati,:>n Comput.er Access 
-"~ ... ""' ""! ,., .~ OJ)$ , 
I 
The simulation computer. a Univac 1108 or equivalent, 
drives the simulation by providing a C::.ta stream generated from experi-
ment models or providing the stimuluz inpul to experiment hardware. 
27 Simulation Computer Software 
Simulation computer software consists of real time stimulus 
simulation routine, data proce s sing programs and interac: i.ve re sponse 
from trainer consoles. For training re source analysis a requirement 
for simulation computer software was assumed when the simulation 
computer was acces sed. 
28 CDMS Computer Access 
The CDMS computer access will be "equired to process data 
from experiments and provide iniormation to the Payload SpeCialist, in-
structors and control room per sonne 1. The CDMS computer is accessed 
by the CDMS console, Payload Specialist Station, experiments and train-
ing control rocm. 
30 Peripheral Simulation Eguipment 
Peripheral simulation includes simulation of views out of 
viewports, pallet operations and orbital operations outslde of the orbiter 
bay. 
31 Racks 
Racks used for Payload Specialist training will be equivalent 
in fit, formlnd function to the flight Space lab racks. These racks and 
rack sets are designed fo',' maxi"'lum flexibility for accommodating vari-
ous experiments, support equipment and C&D panels. 
32 CCTV 
Closed circuit TV capability is desired in experim.~nt train-
ing which requires close observation of operations within a confined area. 
In addition to these resources the t.otal number of crewmen within 
the traimng network was determined and tracked. 
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APPENDIX B - COMPUTER PROGRAM APPLICATION 
To perfrrm th" detailed and extensive calculations required to 
define resource requirements againet the various mis sion mixes, flight 
frequencies, etc., modded in thi, study, a C0l11puter s;",ulz.tion was es-
sential. The computer program applied was the Resource Utilization 
Program developed i~ support of the Operations Development Division 
of the Systems Analysis and Integration Labora,ory, MSFC. 
This program was designed to model the type of resource re-
quirements problems associated with a long-range project using numer-
OUB resources. It was still in development when this study was initio.ted, 
and thUB was adapted as needed to provide the capability required in this 
study. In addition the Resource Utilization Program has been applied 
extensively to ground operations requirements studies. Documentation 
of the model itself is not available, but will be forthcoming. 
The Resource Utilization Program is a scheduling and resource 
analysis program which can process a set of user defined activities or 
missions as a function of time, as illustrated by Figure B-1. For each 
mipsion type, a set of resource requiremmts must be provided. In ad-
dition a mission model scheduling routine or a set of specific launch 
dates must be supplied to the program. From this set of da.ta, the pro-
gram, calculates, summarizes, and plots the detailed requirement, to 
the hour, of each resource over the specified time period or mission 
model. The program has additional options to allow processing of learn-
ing curves as defined by the user, to vary calculation time bases, to ad-
just total time estimates up or down, and to produce reports to the level 
of detail required by the user. 
Figures B-2 through B-5 illustrate some of the types of output 
produced by the model for each different case processed. The report 
illustrated by Figure B-2 gives a detailed schedule of start and finish 
times for each activity in every mission simulated. The report in Fig-
ure B-::' -oontains an hour by hour profile of the level of requirement for 
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each resource, redulting from the composite of all missions occurring 
in the time span. simulated. These profiles are used as the base for the 
remaining reports and for the plot profiles produced such as Figure 14. 
am; 
The most utilized report for analysis and comparison of require-
ments among cases is the summary report illustrated in Figures B-4 
an.d B-5. This summarization report compiles on a yeal by year basis 
statistical data on each level of resource requirement. This includes 
total hours each quantity was required, per cent of total t;me, cumula-
tive per cent, the single longest time the quantity is required, and the 
number of seize/release points for the quantity. In addition, prog!'am 
reporting options allow the user to extract key informati0n by a user 
specified algorithm for further analysis. Figure B-5 illustrates this, 
where the user requested a report of the level of resources required to 
satisfy all requirements 90% and 95% of the total time in the year. 
The volume of computerized output produced in conducting this 
analysis was far too extensive for inclusion of all results and supportive 
output in this report. However, detailed computer output documenting 
the results cHad in this document is available. 
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